S.L.SURI D.A.V. PUBLIC SR. SEC. SCHOOL
JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2020 – 21)
CLASS III
SUBJECT: ENGLISH
This summer break try and make a difference.

Q1.

You all love reading comics. They are very entertaining.
Make one yourself!! Write a story in the form of a comic
book. Prepare caricatures of your family members (you can
also include your best friend or favourite cousin).Use these
caricatures in the narrative of your story. You can use the
dialogue bubbles from the following options:

Q2.

Make a collage of pictures of the time that you have spent with your family during lockdown.
You can include activities like cheering Corona Warriors, lighting diyas, celebrating EARTH
DAY, Mother’s Day, International day of Families, games played, new things learnt etc. Give it
a catchy heading.

Q3.

Look at the following words given in the below:
hardworking
naughty
guide
calm
helpful
active
old
friendly
wise

talented
Book-worm
clever

Now use the above words to describe each of your family members and write two sentences
for each of them on coloured sheets.

Q4.

My family – My strength
On a coloured A-4 size sheet, share your experience of lockdown. Describe how you were
able to spend a long duration of lockdown inside home and how your family supported you in
this difficult time.

SUBJECT: HINDI

SUBJECT: MATHS
INTERDISCIPLINARY PROJECT:
Make a family tree on A-4 size sheet and paste pictures of family members.Write their
date of birth in both the following ways i.e.2nd October 1970 and 2-10-1970.also write the
year of birth in expanded form in both the ways.
For ex.In the above case 1970 is the year of birth then u have to write 1970 in expanded
form in both the ways
1970-1000+900+70+0
1970-One thousand nine hundred seventy

SUBJECT: SCIENCE
1. Write names and paste pictures of any two on A4 size sheets.
a. i) Herbs
ii) Shrubs iii) Climbers
b. iv )Creepers v) Trees.
2. Make a mask with the materials available at your home and prepare a video
showing the steps involved in the making of mask.
3. Revise Lesson – 1 and 2
4. Solve the given Assignments on A-4 size ruled sheets.

INTERDISCIPLINARY PROJECT “MY FAMILY, MY STRENGTH”.
Make a list of your family members and cousins and write two healthy scientific habits of
each member. Do the project on A-4 size ruled coloured sheets and paste photographs also.

SUBJECT: SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. Read the chapters 1, 2 and 3.
2. On the political map of India, mark, colour and label the States, Union Territories and their
capitals. Paste the small pieces of any four types of fabric available at your home in A4 size
sheet. Write the type of fabric and the season for which it is suitable.
3. Complete the assignment shared via Google Classroom on June1,2020.
INTERDISCIPLINARY PROJECT.
Write any two leisure time activities which all the family members do together during the
lockdown. Also paste pictures of it.

SUBJECT: ART
FAMILY - Enjoying with family / My mother / Family time. ( memory composition in drawing file in
any colour medium ).

SUBJECT: COMPUTER
1. Create a family tree in TUX PAINT (Using the pictures of family members is not compulsory
you can use names only).
2. Paint “Night” by showing the stars and the moon. (In TUX PAINT)

SUBJECT: VED PATH

SUBJECT: PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1. List ten ways in which a cricketer is declared out in the game of cricket.
2. List the benefits of any three asanas.

SUBJECT: MUSIC
Write lyrics of one English & Hindi prayer each in music copy.

SUBJECT: DANCE
Prepare collage on A3 size sheet on Indian classical dance forms

ENJOY YOUR VACATION & STAY SAFE!!!

